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Hopefully these poems will not only inspire you the Reader, but activate your own flow of
poetry.
A season of confusion has its end and with Jesus by your side, you will see the light at the end
of the tunnel!
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not published yetMaurice FramboiseLOVE, WHERE ARE YOU?- Very much truth, yet total fantasyISBN 978-3-931819-33-0  Maurice Framboise is a mysterious European writer, living in Rodrigues, a tiny island in theIndian Ocean.In his book, ‘Love, where are you?’ he describes the dramatic marriage problems of thecomposer and organist, who begins his career and intense love story, during a concert tour inHungary.This book has a unique end, which in fact is not.

guest advertisingRalph DobrinHOW TO AVOID ARMAGEDDON AND THE ISRAEL FACTORISBN: 978-1937004187, pages 240, 25,-$ (20,-€) + postage  The book offers a pragmatic way of looking at the world’s future, through the prism of Israel’sstruggle for survival, marked and fueled from its inception to the present day with a lot of lie andhypocrisy – just like any other confrontation or armed conflict. As simplistic as this may sound,the only way to solve the Israel-Arab conflict – or any conflict or disagreement – is through anapproach based on truthfulness by all parties involved. And it is only through such an approachthat humanity will be able to cope with all the other enormous problems that challenge ourfuture. While some of the material might – quite amazingly – seem to tally with biblicalprophesy, the book is completely secular in its approach.  Order  
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